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Abstract: The Hill cipher is resistant to brute-force and statistical attacks, but it canbe broken with a known plaintext-ciphertext attack
(KPCA). In this paper, we propose a modification of the Hill cipher, HCM-PRE, which is still resistant to brute-force and statistical
attacks, and is resistant also to KPCA due to dynamic encryption key matrix generating. With the modification, the new HCM-PRE
can be applied widely in the systems which need high security (e.g., image encryption). Experimental results show that the proposed
modification is significantly more effective in the encryption quality of imagesthan original Hill cipher and its known modifications
(HCM-PT, HCM-H, HCM-HMAC, and HCM-EE) in the case of images with large single colour areas, and slightly more effective
otherwise. HCM-PRE is about two times faster than HCM-EE and HCM-HMACand four times faster than HCM-H in the frame of our
experiments.
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1 Introduction

The Hill cipher (HC) [1] and [2] is a well-known
symmetric cryptosystem that multiplies a plaintext vector
by a key matrix to get the ciphertext. It is very attractive
due to its simplicity and high throughput [3] and [4] ; it is
resistant to the frequency letter analysis, but it can be
broken by the known plaintext-ciphertext attack (KPCA)
[5]. It has a large key space [3]. HC modification [4],
HCM-PT, uses a dynamic key matrix obtained by
permutations of rows and columns from the master key
matrix to get every next ciphertext, and transfers it
together with an HC-encrypted permutation to the
receiving side. Thus, in HCM-PT, each plaintext vector is
encrypted by a new dynamic key matrix that prevents the
KPCA; the number of possible dynamic keys is equal to
the number of permutations of the key matrix rows, and it
may be used as a characteristic of its security. But
permutations in HCM-PT are transferred HC-encrypted,
which means that master key matrix can be revealed by
the KPCA on the transferred encrypted permutations [6].
Modification [7], HCM-NPT, works as HCM-PT does,
but without permutations transfer; instead, both

communicating parties use a pseudo-random permutation
generator, and only the consecutive number of the
necessary permutation is transferred to the receiver. It has
good computational complexity and the number of its
dynamic keys is the same as for HCM-PT.

Another HC modification [8], HILLMRIV, also uses
dynamic key matrices: it modifies each row of the matrix
key by multiplying the current key by a secret initial
vector. But HILLMRIV is still vulnerable to KPCA [9]
and [10]. Another HC modification [6], HCM-H, also
uses dynamic key matrix produced with the help of a one
way hash function applied to an integer picked up
randomly by the sender to get the key matrix, and a vector
added to the product of the key matrix with a plain text.
HCM-H is vulnerable [11] to chosen-ciphertext attack
because the selected random number is transmitted in
clear over the communication link and is repeated. To
avoid this random number transfer, a modification of
HCM-H [11], HCM-HMAC, uses only a seed value
secure transfer, and then both parties generate necessary
numbers synchronously, where HMAC is a hash function,
e.g., MD5 [12], SHA-1[13]. The difference between
HCM-H and HCM-HMAC is similar to the difference
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between HCM-PT and HCM-NPT. In [14], we introduce
a modification of the HC, HCM-EE, based on the use of
eigenvalues for matrix exponentiation to a
pseudo-random power for a new key matrix generating
for each plaintext block. In this paper we propose a new
modification of HC, HCM-PRE, based on the use of
pseudo-random eigenvalues to construct a key matrix [15]
and modify it for each new plaintext.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 briefly introduces the Hill cipher, HCM-PT, HCM-NPT,
HCM-H, HCM-HMAC, and HCM-EE. Section 3 is
devoted to the proposed modification HCM-PRE.
Experimental results of image encryption quality and the
performance of the proposed modification versus the
known ones are presented in Section 4. Security and
statistical analysis of the proposed HCM-PRE are
discussed in Section 5. Finally, the conclusion is
presented in section 6. In the Appendix, description of
used encryption quality measures is given.

2 Overview of the Hill Cipher and its
Mmodifications

All matrices considered throughout the paper arem x m
sized with entries overZN = {0,1, ...N −1} , hence all the
operations in encryption/decryption algorithms are
assumedmod N, wherem (block size) andN (alphabet
cardinality) are selected positive integers (e.g.,N=256 for
gray scale images). Also, we assume that two parties,A
andB, want to communicate securely, andA is a sender,
andB is a receiver.

First, we introduce HC, HCM-PT, HCM-NPT,
HCM-H, HCM-HMAC and then we describe HCM-EE.

When HC is used,A and B share an invertible key
matrix K. SenderA encrypts a plaintext vector,P:

C = K ×P. (1)

The receiver, B, decrypts the ciphertext vectorC by

P = K−1×C, (2)

whereK−1 is the key inverse. For existence ofK−1, we
require

gcd(det(K)modN,N) = 1, (3)

where gcd is the greatest common divisor anddet(K)
denotes the determinant ofK.

HCM-PT [4] differs from HC in the following. To
encrypt a plaintextP, A randomly selects a permutation,t,
of Zm, and permutes the rows and columns of a key
matrix K according to t producing a new key-matrix
Kt = t(K). HCM-PT encryption is then performed by (1),
but usingKt instead ofK. Additionally, senderA encrypts
t by (1) usingK and gettingu as a ciphertext, and sendsC
and u together to the receiver. In order to decrypt the
ciphertext, B decrypts t from u by (2), gets

(K−1)t = (Kt)
−1 [4] from K−1, and then reveals the

plaintext by (2), using (K−1)t instead of K−1. The
number of dynamic keys used in HCM-PT is

NDK(HCM−PT ) = m! (4)

HCM-NPT [7] uses the same initialization and the
same encryption/decryption technique as HCM-PT does.
But HCM-NPT assumes that the sender,A, and the
receiver,B, share a secret seed value,SEED, which is
used to generate a pseudo-random sequence of
permutations. In order to encrypt a plaintext, the sender,
A, selects a numberr, and calculates

tr = PRPermutationG(SEED,r), (5)

getting the r-th output permutation from the
pseudo-random permutation generatorPRPermutationG
(r can be a block number in the sequence of transmitted
blocks, or its function). SenderA then gets a ciphertextC
as in HCM-PT, and sends to receiverB both C andr. In
order to decrypt,B calculatestr according to (5), and then
gets the plaintext as in HCM-PT. The number of dynamic
keys used in HCM-NPT, NDK(HCM-NPT), is the same
as NDK(HCM-PT) (4).

Proposed in [6], another HC modification, HCM-H,
works as follows. The sender,A, and the receiver,B, share
an invertible matrixK. To encrypt the plaintextP, A,
selects a random integera, where 0< a < N, and applies
a one way hash function to compute the parameter
b = f (a ‖ k11 ‖ k12... ‖ kmm), wherek11,k12...,kmm are the
elements ofK; b is used to select theki j from K, wherei
andj can be calculated according to (6)

i =

⌊

b−1
m

⌋

.(modm)+1, j = b−

⌊

b−1
m

⌋

.m. (6)

Then, A generates a vectorV = [v1,v2, ...,vm]
according to (7)

v1 = f (ki j)modN,

v2 = f (v1)modN = f 2(ki j)modN, (7)

...,

vm = f (vm−1)modN = f m(ki j)modN.

Then,A encrypts the plaintextP by

C = ki j ×P×K +V, (8)

and sends togetherC anda to B. The decryption process is
done by

P = k−1
i j × (C−V )×K−1

. (9)

The number of dynamic keys used in HCM-H is

NDK(HCM−H) = min(m2
,N). (10)
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Proposed in [11], HCM-HMAC, works as follows. In
order to transfer a seed value, the sender,A, transmits the
seed value a according to the Hughes key-exchange
protocol [16]. Then the seed valuea0 can be used to
generate the chain of pseudo-random numbers
synchronously by the both parties;a can be calculated by

at = HMACk′(at−1), t = 1,2, ..., (11)

where k′ is the secret key of the hash function,k′ can
calculated by

k′ = (k11 ‖ k12 ‖ k13 ‖ ... ‖ kmm ‖ at−1)mod2q
, (12)

where‖ denotes the concatenation,q is the number of bits
required for the hash function, andat is used in recursive
calculations of the vectorV = [v1,v2, ...,vn], calculated for
the encryption oft-th block, v0 = 1 , if at ≡ 0(mod p)
otherwisev0 = atmod p , p is a prime number.

vi = ki j + v̄i−1atmod p, i = 1,2, ...,m,and

j = (vi−1mod m)+1 (13)

v̄i−1 is calculated by

v̄i−1 = 2⌈
r
2⌉+



vi−1mod2⌈
r
2⌉


 ,γ = ⌊log2vi−1⌋+1

(14)
whereγ = ⌊log2vi−1⌋+ 1 denotes the bit length ofvi−1.
Then,A encrypts the plaintextPt by

Ct = v0×Pt ×K +V mod p, (15)

and sends togetherCt anda to B, t=1,2,.... The receiverB
calculates the required parameters by using (10)-(15), and
then gets the plaintext by

Pt = v−1
0 × (Ct −V )×K−1mod p. (16)

HCM-EE [14] works as follows. SenderA selects a set
E = {e1,e2, ...,em} ⊂ ZN −{0}, gcd(e j,N) = 1, gcd is the
greatest common divisor, 1≤ j ≤ m; at least onee j should

have the maximal order which isϕ(N)
2 for N being a power

of 2 [17], ϕ(N) is the Eulers totient function [5], giving
the number of positive integers less thanN and co-prime to
it. ThenA constructs an invertible matrixQ and calculates
the key matrixK [15]:

K = Q×D×Q−1
, (17)

whereD is a diagonal matrix, diagonal elements of which
are its eigenvalues fromE. Note thatQ andD satisfy (3);
A andB share them securely. Additionally, they share the
secret values,SEEDl and SEEDt; SEEDl is used to
generate the set of pseudo-random numbers
l = {l1, l2, ..., ln} by (18), li 6= 0 andli ∈ {2, ...,ϕ(N)−1},
1 ≤ i ≤ n, n is the number of blocks.SEEDt is used to
generate a pseudo-random sequence of permutationst. In
order to encrypt thei-th plaintext block ,A selects

li = PRNG(SEEDl, i)> 0, (18)

then calculates

Ei = {eli
j }tr ,1≤ j ≤ m,1≤ i ≤ n, (19)

wheree j ∈ E, n is the number of blocks, and the random
permutationtr can be obtained by (5). Finally,A calculates

KMi = Q×Di ×Q−1
, (20)

whereDi is a diagonal matrix, diagonal elements of which
are fromEi after exponentiation toli and permutationtr
are performed and

i =
ϕ(N)

2
.r+ s,0≤ s <

ϕ(N)

2
. (21)

The plaintextPi is encrypted as follows

Ci = KMi ×Pi +diag(Di), (22)

wheredig(Di) is a vector of the main diagonal elements of
Di.

In order to decrypt the ciphertext,B computesli
according to (18), tr according to (5) and (21), Ei
according to (19), and

(KMi)
−1 = (Q×Di ×Q−1)−1 = Q×D−1

i ×Q−1.

Then,B retrieves the plaintext:

Pi = KM−1
i × (Ci −diag(Di)). (23)

It is appropriate to mention that for computingKMi we
use a diagonal matrix, and only the diagonal entries ofDi
are exponentiated to the powerli , requiringO(mlog2li)
multiplications. On the other hand, to getD−1

i , we
calculate the inverse ofm numbers only. Note also that
Q−1 and D−1

i are calculated only once. The diagonal
elements ofD−1

i belong to the groupG of numbers
co-prime toN. Based on Theorem 10.3 [17] we see that
for N=256, 64= ϕ(N)

2 is the maximal order of elements of
G (odd numbers inZ256). In HCM-EE, we select at least
one element in the diagonal with the maximum order to
guarantee the maximum period of the diagonal elements.
The number of dynamic keys of HCM-EE is estimated as

LB ·m! ≤ NDK(HCM−EE)≤ ϕ(N) ·m! (24)

whereLB is the maximum order of the diagonal elements
in Di. If N is a power of 2,LB = ϕ(N)

2 .

3 The Proposed Scheme

The proposed HCM-PRE uses the same
encryption/decryption technique as HCM-EE [14] does.
But HCM-PRE differs from the HCM-EE in the key
construction. It uses pseudo-random eigenvalues instead
of static eigenvalues exponentiated to pseudo-random
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powers in HCM-EE. If the sender,A, and the receiver,B,
want to communicate using HCM-PRE, they share a
secret value, SEED, that is used to generate
pseudo-randomly a sequence of eigenvalue sets,
E = (Ei),1≤ i ≤ n:

E = PRSetGSEED(n,m), (25)

whereEi = {ei j} ⊏ ZN −{0} is is a set of eigenvalues of
the matrix to be constructed,ei j is relatively prime toN,
1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1≤ i ≤ n, for positive integersn andm , n is
the number of blocks; PRSetGSEED(n,m) is a
pseudo-random set sequence generator (using e.g., RC4
initialized by SEED) returning n sets, each of which
containsm numbers.

SenderA then constructs an invertible matrixQ as in
HCM-EE. The key matrix is calculated by (17) but,
instead of D, diagonal matrix Di is used, diagonal
elements of which are all the eigenvalues fromEi,
1 ≤ i ≤ n. HCM-PRE uses a different set of diagonal
elements for every plaintext. It may be easily shown that
KMi is invertible moduloN since Q and Di have (by
construction) determinants relatively prime toN.

Finally, the plaintextPi is enciphered by (22).

To decrypt a ciphertext, receiverB computes E
according to (25), and finds

(KMi)
−1 = (Q×Di ×Q−1)−1 = Q×D−1

i ×Q−1
. (26)

Note that to getD−1
i , we calculate the inverse ofm

numbers only, and thatQ and Q−1 are constructed only
once. ReceiverB then retrieves the plaintext by (23). To
generate an invertible key matrixDi, the eigenvalues must
be in the multiplicative group ofZN , the number of
possible eigenvalues in the multiplicative group ofZN is
ϕ(N). Hence the number of dynamic keys of HCM-PRE
is

NDK(HCM−PRE) = min








ϕ(N)m

,
Period(RC4)

m









(27)
wherePeriod(RC4) is overwhelmingly likely to be greater
than 10100 [18].

4 Image Encryption Quality and
Performance of the HCM-PRE Versus
Known Ones

We developed programs for simulating the encryption
schemes in C# on an Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo 1.8 GHz
processor with 2-GB RAM and Windows XP.

In our experiments, several RGB images are
encrypted. Firstly, the image,P, of size N × M is
converted into its RGB components. Afterwards, each
colour matrix (R, G, B) is converted into a vector of
integers within{0, 1, ...,255}. Each vector has the length

L = N ×M . Then, the so obtained three vectors represent
the plaintextP(3× L) which will be encrypted using the
block sizem=16.

We examine the encryption quality for three different
images containing very large single colour areas:
Nike.bmp (Fig. 1), Symbol.bmp (Fig. 2), and
Blackbox.bmp (Fig.3). Also we examined the encryption
quality for an image that does not contain many high
frequency components: Lena.bmp (Fig.4). The Girl.bmp
(Fig. 5) is used as an example of an image containing
many high frequency components. Each image is
encrypted using HCM-PT, HCM-H, HCM-HMAC,
HCM-EE, and HCM-PRE.

The quality of encryption of these images is studied
by visual inspection (Figs.1-5) and quantitavely (Table1,
used irregular deviation based quality measure ID [8,19,
20] is explained in the Appendix).

Based on visual inspection, it is obvious that the HCM-
PRE and HCM-EE are better than the HCM-PT, HCM-H,
and HCM-HMAC in hiding all the features of the image
containing large single colour areas (Figs.1-3).

Based on the numerical evaluation of encryption
quality measure ID (Table1), we note that the proposed
scheme HCM-PRE versus HCM-EE give better
encryption quality. Table1 shows also that the proposed
scheme HCM-PRE is more effective in encryption quality
than HCM-PT, HCM-H, and HCM-HMAC. On the other
hand, HCM-PT, HCM-H, HCM-HMAC, HCM-EE, and
HCM-PRE are all good in encrypting images containing
many high frequency components; all the algorithms give
nearly the same results but the HCM-PRE and HCM-EE
are the most effective ones (Table1, rows 4-5).

We examined the encryption time for the Nike.bmp
image having pixels and 45KB size. The encryption time
measured when applying HCM-PT, HCM-H,
HCM-HMAC, HCM-EE, and HCM-PRE is shown in
Table2. In our implementation, HCM-EE and HCM-PRE
were used with RC4 [5] for the pseudo-random
permutation generator (5), pseudo-random number
generator (18) for HCM-EE, and pseudo-random set
generator (25) for HCM-PRE. We implemented HCM-H
with SHA-1 [13] since the latter has been used in [6], and
the built-in HMAC from C # with HCM-HMAC-SHA-1.
Table 2 shows that HCM-PRE has the best execution
time; it is roughly two times faster than HCM-EE and
HCM-HMAC, and four times faster than HCM-H.
HCM-EE roughly is twice better than HCM-H and it has
nearly the same execution time as of HCM-HMAC but
HCM-EE has better encryption quality (Figs.1-5, and
Table 1). Table 2 shows that HCM-PT is faster than
HCM-EE but equations (4) and (24) show that
NDK(HCM-EE) is greater than NDK(HCM-PT), hence
HCM-EE is more secure than HCM-PT. Equation (27)
shows that NDK(HCM-PRE) is greater than
NDK(HCM-EE). Hence HCM-PRE is more secure and is
more effective in the encryption time than HCM-PT,
HCM-H, HCM-HMAC and HCM-EE.

c© 2014 NSP
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Table 1: ID for encrypted images using HCM-PT, HCM-H, HCM-HMAC, HCM-EE and HCM-PRE, m=16.

Image/Algorithm HCM-PT HCM-H HCM-HMAC HCM-EE HCM-PRE
Nike.bmp 23980.79 13171.75 9983.87 2656.62 1338.04
Symbol.bmp 10482.25 5755.68 4830.91 2378.07 1874.30
Blackbox.bmp 34036.28 18511.62 11491.48 3285.25 1328.63
Lena.bmp 10256 10518.66 10469.33 10172.66 10201.33
Girl.bmp 11459.55 10472.61 10336.77 9942.21 9913.25

Table 2: Encryption time (msec) of Nike.bmp with HCM-
PT, HCM-H, HCM-HMAC, HCM-EE and HCM-PRE.

HCM-PT HCM-H HCM-HMAC HCM-EE HCM-PRE
103 425 214 200 98

Fig. 1: a) Nike.bmp encrypted by: b) HCM-PT, c) HCM-
H, d) HCM-HMAC, e) HCM-EE, f) HCM-PRE.

Fig. 2: a) Symbol.bmp encrypted by: b) HCM-PT, c)
HCM-H, d) HCM-HMAC, e) HCM-EE, f) HCM-PRE.

Fig. 3: a) blackbox.bmp encrypted by: b) HCM-PT, c)
HCM-H, d) HCM-HMAC, e) HCM-EE, f) HCM-PRE.

Fig. 4: a) Lena.bmp encrypted by: b) HCM-PT, c) HCM-
H, d) HCM-HMAC, e) HCM-EE, f) HCM-PRE.
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Fig. 5: a) Girl.bmp encrypted by: b) HCM-PT, c) HCM-H,
d) HCM-HMAC, e) HCM-EE, f) HCM-PRE.

5 SECURITY AND STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS

The ability to withstand all kinds of cryptanalysis and
attacks [21,22,23,24] is a good measure of the
performance of a cryptosystem. Robustness against
attacks is used to evaluate the security of our scheme. It is
shown that our proposed scheme is secure from the
strongly cryptographic viewpoint. The results show the
satisfactory security of the HCM-PRE as explained and
discussed in the following subsections.

5.1 Key Space Analysis

Key space is the total number of different keys that can be
used in encryption. For a secure encryption scheme, the
key space should be large enough to make brute force
attacks infeasible. For the HCM-PRE, the key space is the
same as that of HC [3] and [4]. Therefore the key space of
the scheme is large; hence it is secure against brute force
attack.

5.2 Known Plaintext-Ciphertext Attack

The KPCA is effective if a same key is used to encrypt
many plaintexts. Similar to HCM-PT [4], our proposed
scheme HCM-PRE is secure against the KPCA since each
plaintext is encrypted by a different key, and the number
of such dynamic keys is significantly large (27).
Equations (4), (24), and (27) show that the
NDK(HCM-PRE) (27) is larger than the NDK(HCM-PT)
(4) and NDK(HCM-EE) (24); hence HCM-PRE is more
secure.

5.3 Statistical Analysis Resistance

In [25], it is mentioned that in [26] Shannon said it is
possible to solve many kinds of ciphers by statistical
analysis. A good cipher should be robust against any
statistical attack. To prove the robustness of the proposed
scheme, the statistical analysis has been performed. It is
usually evaluated by the following measures [21,23,27,
28,29]; calculating the histograms of the encrypted
images and the correlation of two adjacent pixels in the
plain/encrypted image demonstrating their superior
confusion and diffusion property. The obtained results
show that our scheme strongly withstands statistical
attacks.

5.3.1 Histograms of encrypted images

We have calculated and analyzed the histograms of
several encrypted images as well as their original images.
Two typical examples are given in Figs.6-7. The
histograms of the encrypted images are very close to
uniform distribution; they are significantly different from
those of the original image, and bear no statistical
resemblance to the original image.

5.3.2 Correlation of Two Adjacent Pixels

There is a very good correlation between adjacent pixels
in the plain-image (Nike.bmp: Figs.1 and8, Lena.bmp:
Figs. 4 and 9. We studied the correlation between two
adjacent pixels in plain-image and encrypted image in
three different orientations (horizontal, vertical and
diagonal). We use the following procedure: first 1000
pairs of two adjacent pixels in three different orientations
are selected randomly from image to test correlation, then
we calculate the correlation coefficient C.C of each pair.
Figs.8 and9 show the correlation coefficients (explained
in the Appendix) of two adjacent pixels in Nike.bmp and
Lena.bmp encrypted by HCM-EE, HCM-PRE,
HCM-NPT, HCM-H and HCM-HMAC in three different
orientations as a practical example for different image
types; Table3 shows the numerical evaluation of the
calculated correlations. It is clear that, the neighboring
pixels in the plain-image have a very high correlation
while they have a very small correlation (the closer to
zero, the better) for encrypted images. This proves that
the proposed encryption scheme HCM-PRE satisfies very
small correlation and is better than other inspected
schemes in the case of images with large single colour
areas. We also note that the proposed scheme HCM-PRE
versus HCM-EE gives alternately better correlation. On
the other hand, the correlation values in Table3 show that
the examined schemes give nearly the same results in
images containing many high frequency components.

c© 2014 NSP
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Fig. 6: Histogram of RGB layers for original/encrypted Nike.bmp: a) HCM-EE-encrypted, b) HCM-PRE-encrypted, c)
histogram of the original image, d) histogram of HCM-EE-encrypted e) histogram of HCM-PRE-encrypted

Fig. 7: Histogram of RGB layers for original/encrypted Lena.bmp: a) HCM-EE-encrypted, b) HCM-PRE-encrypted, c)
histogram of the original image, d) histogram of HCM-EE-encrypted e) histogram of HCM-PRE-encrypted
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Fig. 8: Correlation coefficients of two adjacent pixels in Nike.bmpencrypted by: HCM-EE, HCM-PRE, HCM-PT, HCM-
H, and HCM-HMAC

Table 3: Correlation coefficients of two adjacent pixels in originaland HCM-PT-encrypted images, HCM-H-encrypted
images, HCM-HMAC-encrypted images, HCM-EE-encrypted images and HCM-PRE-encrypted images.

Image Direction Plain Image
Encrypted Image

HCM-PT HCM-H HCM-HMAC HCM-EE HCM-PRE

Nike.bmp
Horizontal 0.9413 0.0849 -0.0337 -0.0517 -0.0004 0.0028
Vertical 0.9031 0.1484 0.0951 -0.0134 0.0396 0.0013
Diagonal 0.9801 0.5743 -0.0602 0.0743 0.0365 0.0051

Lena.bmp
Horizontal 0.9349 -0.0074 0.0498 0.0168 0.0282 -0.0435
Vertical 0.8538 0.0037 -0.0473 0.0026 0.0272 -0.0130
Diagonal 0.8852 -0.0774 -0.0146 0.0071 -0.0095 0.0084

Table 4: ID for encrypted images using HCM-PRE and AES, m=16.

Image/Algorithm HCM-PRE AES
Mecy.bmp 7874.33 47726.75

bicycle.bmp 9214.85 25031.32
Penguin .bmp 4410.31 20745.34

c© 2014 NSP
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Fig. 9: Correlation coefficients of two adjacent pixels in Lena.bmpencrypted by: HCM-EE, HCM-PRE, HCM-PT, HCM-
H, and HCM-HMAC

6 Conclusions

Thus far, we have presented a new HC modification,
HCM-PRE, based on the use of eigenvalues for
generating a new key matrix for each plaintext block. In
this paper, five modifications of Hill cipher algorithms
have been implemented for image encryption: HCM-PT,
HCM-H, HCM-HMAC, HCM-EE, and proposed here
HCM-PRE. Quality of image encryption for all
algorithms is studied using visual inspection and
numerical quality measures explained in the Appendix.
From the obtained results, it follows that the proposed
HCM-PRE is more effective in encryption quality than
HCM-PT, HCM-H, HCM-HMAC, and HCM-EE.
Encryption time for all the algorithms have been
considered, the proposed HCM-PRE is about two times
faster than HCM-EE and HCM-HMAC, and four times
faster than the HCM-H. The proposed modification
HCM-PRE resists the KPCA because of the use of

dynamically changing key matrices similar to other
considered here HC modifications (HCM-PT, HCM-NPT,
HCM-H, HCM-HMAC, HCM-EE) but the proposed
HCM-PRE is more secure than HCM-H, HCM-PT,
HCM-NPT, HCM-EE because of the significantly larger
number of dynamic keys generated ((27) versus (24), (10)
and (4)). Experimental analysis also shows that the
HCM-EE and HCM-PRE resist the statistical attacks.

Appendix

In the following subsections, we describe the quality
encryption measures that are used in this paper: the
correlation coefficient (C.C), and irregular deviation (ID)
[8,19,20].
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Correlation Based Quality Measure

A good encryption algorithm must produce an encrypted
image of totally random patterns hiding all the features of
the original image, and the encrypted image must be
independent of the original image. This means that the
two images must have a correlation coefficient very close
to zero. The correlation coefficient is given by the
following expression:

C.C =

N

∑
i=1

(xi −E(x))(yi −E(y))
√

√

√

√

√

N

∑
i=1

(xi −E(x))2

√

√

√

√

√

N

∑
i=1

(yi −E(y))2

.

The closer C.C to zero, the better.

Irregular Deviation Based Quality Measure

This quality measuring factor is based on how much the
deviation affected by encryption is irregular [8,19,20].
This quality measure can be formulated as follows:

1.Calculate the matrix,D, which represents the absolute
value of the difference between each pixel value of the
original and the encrypted image respectively:

D = |O−E|,

where O is the original (input) image andE is the
encrypted (output) image.

2.Construct a histogram distribution of theD which we
get from step 1:

h=histogram (D).

3.Get the average value of how many pixels are deviated
at every deviation value by:

DC = 1
256∑255

i=0 hi.

4.Subtract this average from the deviation histogram and
take the absolute value by:

AC(i) = |hi −DC|.

5.Count:

ID = ∑255
i=0 AC(i).

The smallerID, the better.

HCM-PRE Versus AES

To give adequate performance comparison, we examine
our proposed HCM-PRE versus other well known
algorithms (e.g. AES). We examined the encryption
quality of several images. Based on visual inspection, the
proposed HCM-PRE encrypts the images with large
single colour areas (identical plaintext blocks), it
successfully hides data patterns. The AES fails to hide the

Fig. 10: a) Mecy.bmp encrypted by: b) HCM-PRE, c)
AES.

Fig. 11: a) Bicycle.bmp encrypted by: b) HCM-PRE, c)
AES.

Fig. 12: a) Penguin.bmp encrypted by: b) HCM-PRE, c)
AES.

data patterns for the images contain large single colour
areas (Mecy.bmp: Fig.10, Bicycle.bmp: Fig.11, and
Penguin.bmp: Fig.12). That is, the proposed HCM-PRE
has advantage in encryption of identical plaintext blocks
over the AES.

The numerical evaluation for encryption quality
measure ID of the HCM-PRE and AES is given in Table
4.
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